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Crisis Center Helps
Entire Community
The lJniversity of New Mexico
Crisis Center, Agora, is expanding
its services to include the entire
Albuquerque community.
Mark Manhart, assistant director
and a UNM sophomore, said
Agora's 50 counselors are now
available to assist any and all
Albuquerqueans in crisis situations.
"We at Agora saw that we could
serve more people," Manhart said.
"We saw that there was room to
expand a little, and now we're
trying to fulfill the potential we
knew was there.''
Agora, formed 10 years ago, is
the oldest student-run crisis center
in the country.
The center maintains a 24-hour
hotline to assist people who are in
stressful situations they can't
handle, Manhart said. Callers
remain anonymous if they choose.
Agora also provides counseling
for walk-ins, who make up about
75 percent of the clinic's caseload,
he said.
People come to Agora with
problems ranging from alcoholism
to the stresses of interpersonal
relationships, classroom pressures
to loneliness.
"Counselors have to be very
empathetic," ,Manhart said. "We
don't give pat.answers, we don't try
to solve people's problems on the
phone. We just try to give them an
outlet."
Counselors usually end up
referring callers or walk-ins to
professional agencies,like the Rape
Crisis Center, the Bernalillo County

Mental Health Center or Alcoholics
Anonymous,
''Referrals are almost a counseling session in tltemselves,"
Manhart said. "You have to assess
the situation carefully,
take
everything into account and see
which agency can best help."
About half the counselors are
sociology or psychology students,
he said. The others are students
with a desire to help those in need.
They range in age from 18 to 65.
Counselors undergo 16 hours of
paraprofessional training by
Agora's three permanent trainers
under the supervision of Elizabeth
Ritz Landis, director.
Training sessions are usually held
at the beginning of each semester,
but because of the expanded services, Manhart said the center will
hold a mid-semester session to train
about 50 more volunteers.
The rules of the center state at
least two-thirds of the counselors
must be UNM students, but Agora
is seeking volunteers from the
Albuquerque community.
Manhart said the most important
counseling technique is "active
listening.''
"If you give people a chance to
talk about their feelings, chances
are they'll come up with the answers themselves to their own
problems," he said. "You try to
talk to them in a non-threatening
way so they'll open up.
· "More than half our time is spent
just listening to people. It gives
them something to get them
through the night," he said.

Economy Improves
BiiiWechlet

Skimming across Cochiti Lake Sundav afternoon, UNM PE windsurfing clt~ss member, Jim Puckett,
still finds the 8-knot winds challenging afte': the rest of the class retreated to their cars.

Directory Aids Sight-ltnpaired
A tactile map or directory of a
campus or city is a fairly common
aid to the visually impaired. But
two University of New Mexico
professors are hammering out a
tactile direcrory which will be the
first of its kind ....... a directory for
building interiors.
Wolfgang Preiser, associate
professor in the School of
Architecture and Planning, and
Mark Brecht, assistant professor of
psychology, are breaking new
ground with their research.
Preiser said tactile maps have
been devised in various major cities
around the world to help the blind
move from one building to another,
but no one has yet solved the
difficult problem of designing a
map to help the blind maneuver
once inside a building.
''It's easier for the blind to move
outdoors, it seems, 11 Preiser said.
11
While indoors, you may take
three steps and run into a wall.
"If we're able to develop an
orientation · device (for building
interiors), it would have incredible
world•wide applications,''
The project began in 1977 when a
. blind student complained to the
then director of the Student Union

"Using the map did not conBuilding about the difficulty of
finding his way around once inside tribute to their11 ability to get around
the building, he said. "But an
the building.
interesting
thing is that they all
The director called Preiser for
liked the map and thought we
help.
continued on page 3
Preiser obtained a grant from the
National Science Foundation and
by the spring of 1979 he and two
architectural
designers
had
developed a combination tactile
map/braille directory for the
Gretchen Paslay
Union.
The directory consists of three
EverYthing from the books you
maps that schematically represent
the floor plan of each of the would love to have but could never
Union's three levels. aach map is afford to those nostalgic treasures
covered with a transparent, plastic on your grandparents' shelves will
vacuum•formed overlay with raised be available at a booksale Friday
lettering and symbols representing and Saturday in the west wing of
Zimmerman Library.
·
tables, stairways, walls, etc.
The directory was tested last
The sale, sponsored by the
summer- using 32 sighted and Friends of UNM Libraries, will
nonsighted subjects taken from the feature books (rom the early 19th
community.
Testing
involved century to the present.
negotiating simple and complex
Most items will.be priced between
routes within the Union, With some 10 cents to $1, Jerry Wise director
subjects instructed to use the map of Friends, said.
e"clusively and others barred from
A pamphlet on women's sufCrage
using the map but allowed to use
any other means usually available by Alice Paul 1 World War I
military manuels, complete sets of
to them, such as asking passersby.
The results, Brecht said, were encyclopedias, novels and. current
universitY textbooks are only a few
disappointing. . -

Booksale Aids Library
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Th economy of New Mexico grew economics into further growth
stonger in the second quarter of during the coming months.
1981, corresponding to strong
Carbajal's analysis appears in the
growth in the national economy.
latest issue of New Mexico Business
Economic
Report,
"New Mexico's economy has Current
registered
generally
moderate published by the Bureau of
growth in the second quarter of this Business and Economic Research.
year after having recorded a much
New Mexico employment was up
weaker performance during the 2.4 percent above that of last year.
first three months of the year," Leo
"Activity in the construction
W. Carbajal, an economist with the sector showed some improvement
UNM Bureau of Business and during June despite prevailing high
Economic Research, said.
interest rates," Carbajal said,
lfe said federal tax cuts, which
He said the value Of residential
went into effect Oct. I, are expected
building
permits in the state's larger
to stimulate the national and state
cities was up 6.3 percent over last
year, while the value of residential
construction contracts rose 15.9
percent and nonresidential construction rose 31.2 percent.
of the 15,000 volumes that will be
But the nonbuilding component
on sale, Wise sajd.
of the State's construction industry
The sale will also include old fell to less than 3 percent of that of
newspapers,
magazines,
sheet
last year.
music, records, origihal . opera
scores and foreign language
''After having recorded a general
materiaJs, he said.
decline in the first quarter, t;jnancial
Proceeds from the . sale will activity generally increased in June
purchase new volumes for the compared to levels registered one
libraries' collections and for library year earlier," he said. "On an
annual basis, new bank loans were
services.
Geheral admission on Oct 16 up 3.9 percent in June, while bank
will be $1.50. Students, UNM time deposits recorded ah 8.3
faculty and staff, senior citizens percent gain.
and meritbers .of Friends will be
''New savings received at savings
admitted for $ L There will be no and loan institutions were up 34.4
charge on Oct. 17.
percent! while bai1k deposits inVolunteers are needed to help on creased 24.6 percent above the June
the sale days.
1980 total. Only bank demand
Information may be obtained at deposits showed a yearly decline in
June," be said.
the Priends' Office at 277-5202.
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Senate Pro Tern Lyncl1 Sponsors
Essay Contest Involving ASUNM

Libyans Bomb Cairo Airport;
Election Day Marred by Violence
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WIN a FREE
HALLOWEEN BALLOON RIDE

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

for you o.nd o. friend from YALE BLOOD PLASmA. During the
month of October, new o.nd regulo.r donors o.llke will be
registered for the dro.wlng eo.ch time you dono.te tw.lce In the
so.me week! (ffi-F)

I
I

The LUCKY VI INNER will be o.nnounced Fri. Oct. 30

This coupon Is good for $3.00 o.nd o. cho.nce
In the dro.wlng for flrst time donors.

I

I
I
I
I
I
I

Yo. lid only with current student or mlllto.ryi.D.
Expires Oct. 29, 1981

YALE BLOOD PLASmA
222 YALE S.E.

L------------------------------

CAIRO, Egypt - Two bombs
sent from Liby~ ripper:! through
Cairo airport Tuesday as Egyptians
voted to elect Hosni Mubarak as
the successor to slain President
Anwar Sadat.
The referendum, marred by two
instances of election violence, was a
formality and Muoarak's confirmation as president was assured.
Staunchly pro-Western, he has
already pledged to continue the
peace policies of his predecessor,
assassinated by Moslems extremists
exactly one week ago,

Sadat's wi.dow Jihan appealed to
Egyptians to vote for Mubarak, 53,
"because this is what my husbanr:l
wanted."
The polls closed at 5 p,m. (II
a.m. EDT) with results to be announced at noon (6 a.m. EDT)
Wednesday.
The l nterior Ministry said the
airport bombs injured three
policemen and a workman and had
been meant to take a much higher
toll. Sever'll airport witnesses put
the toll higher, saying they counted
eight policemen and two civilian

Justices to Decide on Busing
WASHINGTON Can the and abortion, the high court agreed
people use the ballot box to ban or to hear a dispute over a Washington
restrict busing of students achieve state ballot measure that flatly
racial balance in schools? The prohibits busing for desegregation.
Supreme Court agreed Tuesday to
The justices also agreed to hear a
answer that controversial question. case that limits the power of state
With bills already pending in courts to order busing and pupil
Congress to limit federal courts' reassignment in an effort to balance
power over busing, school prayer attendance on a racial basis.

Bearded Bear
Loses License

TACO VILLA
INTRAMURAL
ATHLETE OF
THE WEEK!
Anthony Delgado
"Hyd rocollators"
Co-ree Inner Tube Water Polo

The Taco Villa athlete of the week is selected by the
Intramural Director and his staH, based on personal
qualities and athletic ability.
;

WINNERS WILL RECEIVE: ONE MILD Ofl WILD T-SHIRT,ONE LOBO MASCOT DRINK CUP,
CHOICE OF FIESTA PAC OR DINNER PAC, A FREE BREAKFAST BURRITO CARD AND A RED
SAUCER OR GREEN SAUCER!

•
r-----~---~--~------------------~

THE SHAMELESS STUDENT BRIBE:

I
I

I
Buy one Breakfast Burrito, get a
1
second Breakfast Burrito FREE!
1
I_________________________________ JI
Coupon Expires: 10·20-81

CHESAPEAKE, Va.- Federal
officials said Tuesday they could
not stop exhibition matches by
Victor the Wrestling Bear, but
Virginia revoked the 650-pound
bruiser's wrestling license because
he has too much facial hair and is
mentally incompetent.
The flap over Victor's ap·
pearances grew this week in the
wake of injuries to Victor's human
opponents in Virginia and
Alabama.
•
Dr. F.E. Perkins of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture, which
administers the federal Animal
Welfare Act, said nothing could be
done to stop Victor as long as
people volunteer !o be in the ring
with him or the bear is mistreated.
Douglas Beavers, the com·
mission's executive secretary, said
the "unnecessary injury" to Danny
Hutchins, who underwent surgery
for a broken ankle and r:lamaged
knee Monday following a weekend
bout with Victor in Chesapeake,
forced the commission to act.
Sue Pressman of the Humane
Society of the United States said
Hutchin's injury was the second in
a month resulting from Victor's
matches. She said a Huntsville,
Ala., soldier's fingertip was bitten
offin a match with the bear.
George Allen, Victor's trainer
and handler, said the Virginia ban
was "harassment," and said he had
beaten similar orders from other
states in court.
Mrs. Pressman said that Victor
"is being exploited in the most
obnoxious way possible," and
charged that the "real villain" was
the USDA for failing to stop the
matches.
USDA's Perkins said Victor's
living quarters, a truck, were inspected and found to meet "all
requirements," and, unless Victor
attacks someone ht the audience,
there was nothing he could do.
"(Hutchins) did it himself,"
Perkins said. "He got into the ring
and wrestled the bear. If you
climbed into a cage in the zoo, we
Wouldn't have anything to do with
that, either.''
Beavers said Allen would face a
m~ximum one·year in jail if Victor
fights in Virginia again without
being certified by a physician as
being mentally and physically
competent to go in the ring.
"He obviously can't do that,"
Beavers said.

j
~
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The Associated Students of the
University of New Mexico is
holding an essay contest in an effort
to "develop a plan for ASUNM.''
says the ASUNM Senate protempore.
Robert Lynch says one problem
with ASUNM is that it "has no
concise definition of its purpose or
mission, its objectives or goals, or a

Lynch says he hopes the contest
will "make students research
ASUNM . , , and increase student
awareness of ASUNM. This is sort
of like marketing research.''
All the essays received will be
used to develop a ''strategic
planning model" for ASUNM,
Lynch says.
Because who serves in the Senate
changes often, senators sometimes
tend to "pursue their own goals"
instead of working towarq a
collective goal, Lynch said.
Lynch says any person is eligible
to enter the contest. Entries are due
owned by Santa Feans Linda Frye by Oct. 31 and winners will be
announced by Nov. 15. Entries
and Cindy Conklin, Merlan said.
should be submitted to the ASUNM
The ranch was the scene of a office, suite 242, on the second
hard-fought
struggle
between floor of the Student Union
Union and Confederate troops on Building.
March 28, 1862. After a three-day
The entries will be judged by
battle, the Union forces turned Lynch and faculty members of the
back the Confederates in a fight Anderson School of Management.
that has been dubbed the "Get- Any entry may be used for
tysburg of the West'' by some publication, Lynch says.
historians.
For more information, students
The battle is said to have turned may visit the ASUNM office or call
the course of the Civil Was in the it at 277-5528. Interested students
may also call Lynch at 884-8157.
territories.
strategy to implement goals."
To help solve this problem,
Lynch Sqys he is offering $5 each
for the two best essays on ASUNM.
He says among the subjects covered
by the essays should be: the purpose
of or a description of ASUNM; the
specific function of ASUNM; the
strengths and weaknesses of
ASUNM; and recommendations
for improvements.

Historic Land Protected
'i
\

SANTA FE - The state and
owners of a historic Civil War
battlefield near Santa Fe have
signed a 20 year covenant to protect
the historic property, a state
spokesman said Tuesday.
Known as the Glorieta Battlefield
or Pigeon's Ranch; the covenant
will offer protection to the area,
where recent subdivisions and
development have begun to change
its rural character, state Historic
Preservation
Officer
Thomas
Merlan, said.
The property, west of Pecos, is

-Directory---------continued from page 1

Yessir, Taco Villa. We serve it mild. But you can add our spicy red sauce or hot, hot green
sauce and make it as wild as you want!

1

workers wounded.
Noting the bombs arrived aboard
a Malta Airways flight that
originated in Libya, the ministry
s&id "those who planned this mean
action" timed them to explode
inside the usually-packed airport
arrival hall.
The plan misfired because the
plane arrived late and the luggage
was still en route to the hall when
the bombs exploded IS minutes
apart.
In other election day violence,
police captured five Moslem extremists in a shootout near the
Pyramids and said all were involved
in last week's uprising in the
southern city of Asyut, in which 53
people - including 44 policemenwere killed,
Security was extremely tight as
Egypt's 12 million voters went to
26,000 polling places across the
nation to decide if Mubarak should
be elected president of the republic.
Voters were frisked by police on
guarr:l against more extremist
violence.

Hot Tubs

should continue with it.''
The major problem with the map
is the architectural symbols.
Participants after confused one
symbol with another and found the
symbols difficult to readily
associate with the pieces of architecture or furniture they
represented.
Preiser and Brecht will modify
the directory this year and possibly
combine it with an auditory
feedback system.
"What we're talking about,''

Brecht said, "are more general
kinds of aids! orientation as to
where you are on campus, whether
using auditory cues or tactile maps.
The blind obtain information from
such things as the sun's position,
heat radiating from buildings, and
(at UNM) the carillon from the
Alumni Chapel - very subtle cues
that the sighted never attend to."

"Making the person independent
of the environment is crucial,''
Preiser said. "We'll try to get away
with minimum alteration of the

environment. lt's better to equip
the person to get feedback from the
environment than to equip each
crucial building with a device.''
Whether successful in action or
not, this summer the directory in its
present form was awarded a
$20,000 grant and a commendation
for design achievement from the
National Endowment for the Arts.
Meanwhile, part of the prototype
directory is now on permanent
display at the north entrance of the
Student Union Building.
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Returning Students Set Lunch
Noel Fletcher
A group for returning students 25
years of age and older, the
Returning Students Association, is
scheduled to have a homecoming
potluck lunch Oct. 16 on the second
floor of the Student Union
Building.
The lunch is part of a once-amonth social affair to introduce
new members and to invite students
with the same interests to join the
group.
Many returning students face a
culture shock going from the
business to the academic world,

Betty Vogel, an association member
said.
But RSA is a support group
where students share experiences
and adjust to the habit of studying
and taking tests, she said.
"You get contact with people
who have the same interests we
have, that students in their teens or
20's may not have,'' Vogel said.
She said there is 'no better way to
meet people, than over something
to eat.
Further information about the
Assocation can be obtained from
their office in the basement of the
Student Union Building.

Popejoy Ball
Presents
The World-Famed Folk Festival of Greece

40 Dancers, Singers, Musicians
Authentically Staged And Costumed

BOOTS
Ladie's & Men's

- One Performance Only -

Sunday, November 8 - 8:15p.m.

20°/o

Tickets Available Now
Public- $10.00, $9.00, $7:00
Faculty/Staff- $7.00, $6.00, $4.00
All Students- $5.00, $4.50, $3.50

Off

FOR COMPLETE DETAILS, CALL: 277-3121

lobo
men's
shop
21:20 Central SE

SOUTHWEST'S CENTER FOR THE ARTS - - - •
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Life and Related Subjects

DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau

© 1981

by Dave Barry
If you are a member of the private sector, you are
going to have to start supporting the arts.
For the benefit of those of you who do not know
what sector you belong to, here is a simple way to
figure it out; If you get President's Day, election day,
Arbor Day, Columbus Day, your birthday, Groundhog
Day and Flag Day off, you belong to the private
sector, and, as I said, you will have to start supporting
the arts, because the government sector is cutting
back.
The government sector took over the arts a few
years back because the private sector had dropped the
ball. The problem was that the private sector consisted largely of common people who spent most of
their time working and, as. a result, n.ever became
cultured. Their concept of "art" involved flamingoshaped lawn ornaments, or pictures of dogs with
actual working clocks in their stomachs. The only time
that common people ever watched ballet was when it
was on the Ed Sullivan show, and even then they
watched it only because they knew it would last no
more than three minutes and would be followed
shortly by an act featuring monkeys wearing dresses.
This widespread lack of culture created a major
problem for the few people who were interested in
poetry, classical music, opera, ballet, sculpture,
painting - in short, the real, serious, cultural, art-type
activities that most people find fairly boring. The
problem was that the common people would not
voluntarily pay for these activities, so the only places
where culture was available were:
Junior high schools, where, under state law,
children are required to do cultural things, Sl,Jch as
screech away on rented violins, and parents are
required to watch them, and
New York City, where there are so many people that
you can get a paying crowd for virtually anything,
including opera and live nude dog wrestling.
But other than that, art was pretty scarce. Then
some cultured person came up with a brilliant plan: If
common people woundn't support art voluntarily,
why not force them to support it? Now when I say
"force/' I'm not talking about just walking up to some
common person and ordering him, at gunpoint, to
attend an opera. What I'm talking about is getting the
government to tax common people, then use their
money to pUt bn an opera.
Actually, this is an old, tried-and-true way to
support the arts, dating back. to the ancient Egyptians.

How do you think the Egyptians built the Sphinx?
Surely, you don't think that a bunch of common
Egyptians just got together one day and said; "Hey,
why don't we build a Sphinx?" Of course not, Left to
their own devices, the common Egyptians would have
spent their time growing food. To get some real
culture, to get the Sphinx, the Egyptians needed a
government authority, someone with vision, someone
with taste, someone with whips and spears.
Our government's approach to the arts is essentially
the same, but less messy. Unlike the ancient Egyptians, we common people are not forced to attend
cultural activities: We are merely forced to pay for
them. This works out much better. You see, under the
Egyptian method, you always had a bunch of
sweating or dead Egyptians around your Sphinx.
Under our method, cultured people can have an opera
in the Kennedy Center in Washington, safe in the
knowledge that few, if any, of the common people
who paid for it will show up to watch. After all, a lot of
the common people live thousands of miles away;
they couldn't attend even if they wanted to.
For a while there, our government was in the art
business whole hog, forking over hundreds of millions
of dollars for art. But now the program is in trouble.
Jimmy Carter wanted to spend about $300 million on
art this year, but Ronald Reagan thinks it should spend
only about half that, so he'll have more money to ·
spend on exploding objects. Needless to say, the art
officials are extremely upset. They argue that if the
government is going to spend hundreds of billions of
dollars on things designed to kill people, it should
spend at least $300 million for art that people don't
want to see.
But it looks as though the art officials are going to
lose, and that means that, unless somebody does
something, art will fall back into the hands to the
lawn-flamingo owners. So it's up to us public-spirited,
private-sector people to pick up the ball. We've got to
develop some way to make sure people attend operas
and ballets, look at paintings, read poetry, and so on.
Maybe we should set up a system patterned after
volunteer fire departments: Whenever anybody
discovered a cultural activity, he cou.ld sound an
alarm, and the public-spirited citizens in the area
would go and watch it. If we all work together, we
might be. able to keep art alive, even without the
government. Maybe we could even build a Sphinx.

Letter

Rescue Requisites Clarified
I'd like to make a few corrections on the article
about the UNM Chapter of the Albuquerque Mountain
Rescue Council which appeared in last Friday's Lobo.
First of all, our group's purpose is to provide volunteers for mountain search and rescue and we are
looking fbr both technical and non-technical rescue
personnel. We do train peole in mountain rescue
work, but knowledge of hiking or backpacking skills is

necessary. There is no glory involved with rescue
work, only lots of hard work under very trying conditions. Any further information about our
organization can be obtaned by calling Clark Gray at
298-5620 or by coming to our first meeting tonight,
Oct. 14,7:30 p.m., Room 231 A and B, SUB.
Clark W. Gray
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AWACS Defeat Predicted in House
Leaving Debate to Senate Floor
WASHINGTON
House Cranston, who is doing the
Speaker Thomas O'Neill predicted counting for the opponents, said
Tuesday the House will defeat the Tuesday the Californian believes
Saudi Arabian AWACS package by there are 55 senators solidly against
a 3-1 margin Wednesday, leaving the sale.
the real battle to be waged on the
Congressional sources said the
Senate floor next week.
administration has set its sights on
With former President Jimmy four of the 18 Republicans who coCarter also lobbying for the $8.5 sponsored a resolution to veto the
billion anns package, the ad- sale, believing they may be perministration seemed more en- suaded to support President
couraged that the Senate head Reagan's proposal.
count might move in its favor.
The four were said to be Sens.
Senate
Republican leader Mark Andrews of North Dakota,
Howard Baker said Tuesday the Slade Gorton of Washington, Sob
real debate over whether to sell five Kasten of Wisconsin and Larry
sophisticated Airborne Warning Pressler of South Dakota.
and Control System aircraft to the
But Pressler met with Reagan
Saudis will come on the Senate and Baker for 15 minutes at the
floor.
White House Tuesday, and told
The House votes on the issue reporters afterward "I'm still in the
today, the Senate next Tuesday or 'no' column" on the sale,
Wednesday,
Pressler Monday offered a
Baker said on the CBS norning proposal - aimed at overcoming
news that neither side has enough fears the sale will endanger Israel's
votes to prevail. He put the. number security - that would have the
of solid opponents at 45 to 47, with administration balance the deal by
a 51-vote majority needed to veto bolstering Israeli air defenses with
the sale if all senators are present new radar and jamming equipment.
and voting.
Two of the 18 Republicans who
However, a spokesman for originally backed the resolution of
assistant Democratic leader Alan disapproval joined the ad-

Cooperation Praised
In Total UNM Effort
Editor;
I rarely get choked up at weddings, but last week I witnessed one
of the most beautiful marriages at UNM in a long time. I am referring
to the union of the students, the administration and the media, in
their efforts concerning Senator Schmitt and his decisions on
financial aid funding levels.
Never before have I witnessed the enthusiasm and cooperation of
all parties involved and I would like to express my gratitude.
ASUNM, led by the Lobby Committee, did a splendid job in
preparing their homework, aided by research from the University
administration.
The students acted admirably in generating close to 4,000
signatures, and making nearly 1,000 phone calls expressing concern
to Senator Schmitt about financial aid. The Daily Lobo provided the
crucial communications link which aided in the education of all
parties involved to the issues and facts. Other individuals and groups
are too numerous to mention specifically, but their efforts and inputs
cannot be ignored.
The culmination of all of these magnanimous efforts resulted in a
personal visit by Senator Schmitt to UNM last Friday to listen to
students personally.
The battle is far from over but people now realize that the
University community has the political clout to make things happen.
Three cheers and a pat on the back for UNM.
Robert Lynch

The chairman of the radiology
department at the University of
New Mexico School of Medicine,
has been named president-elect of
the International Society of
Radiology.
Dr. Robert D. Moseley Jr. will be
in charge of organizing the 16th
International
Congress
of
Radiology for an expected 15,000
participants in 1985. He .will
become president of the society at
that meeting in Hawaii and serve
untill989.
Moseley said the International
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He was named president elect at
this year's international congress in
Brussels, Belgium.

The Naval Ship Weapon Systems Engineering
Station, Port Hueneme, California
CIVIL SERVICE CAREER OPPORTUNITY OPPORTUNITY FOR GRADUATE EDUCATION
working with experts in weapon systems
AT NEARBY UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES.
technology involving in-service engineering
Port Hueneme is on the scenic Pacific
and Integrated logistics support for
. Coastline within a short drive to
nearly 150 U.S. Navy ships - tactical
beautiful Santa Barbara and the cultural and
software, digital computer, missile
educational opportunities of Los Angeles.
testing, launching systems, threedimensional search .radars, etc.
GENEROUS CIVIL SERVICE BENEFITS.
FLEXTIME. DELIGHTFUL SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA COASTAL CLIMATE.
Uncrowded community. Let's talk it over.

Our representative will be
on your campus
Or write or call for more Information:
Civilian Personnel Department {Code 0610)

NAVAL SHIP WEAPON SYSTEMS
ENGINEERING STATION

The American Sunday School: The First Hundred Years is the title of a
lecture scheduled for Oct. I5 at 3:30p.m. in Humanities 535.
The speaker will be Professor Ann Boylan of the UNM History
Department. Boylan's dissertation was on the American Sunday School
movement.
•
The lecture is part of the Falll98.1 UNM Religious Studies Colloquium
series sponsored by Religious Studies.
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Since 1973, Moseley has served as
the chief delegate of the United
States in the international society.
He had been an alternate delegate
for about 10 years prior, he said.

Sunday School History Lecture Slated

• , , . , .•...•. Stcvect~conc.
..•...... , •.•.•.••.•.... Mlchad Ford
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The Senate Foreign :Relations
,Committee votes on the sale
Thursday afternoon, with a slim
majority of the committee.'s 17
members opposing the package.
But it will go to the floor even if the
panel rejects it.

OCTOBER 20, 1981

by the Hoard of Student Publications of the University of New

The opinions expressed on the editorial pages of the Dally
l.o!to arc those Cif the· author solely. Unsigned opinion Is lhlil
o( Ihe editor and 'rcnccts the editorial policy of the paper but
does not nec~.~sarily rcpresCtH tfw views of the members of the

Society of Radiology sets world
standards of radiologic safety,
education and measurement.
The group is also investigating
the results of cancer therapy
worldwide.

Campus Briefs

f'rltfay every regular week ofthe University year, weekly during
closed and finals weeks and weekly during the summer session
Mel! itO; and Is not financially associated with UNM. Second
!.':lass postage paid at Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131,
Subscripiloh rate 15.$10,00 for Ihe academic year.

The House Foreign Affairs
Committee Iast week rejected the
sale 28-8.

REQUIREMENTS: BS OR MS IN ENGINEERING

3R1400

Vol. 86

Sundays;
Pnti-sc, worship and an
.in depth 1\ihlc Study 7 P.;\1.
T.& Th;
Bible Stud~· 11-1, Sl 'B 2~31D

(preferably electrical, electronics or
mechanical).

New Me.dco Dally Lobo

The New Mt:dc::o Dally Lobo is publi5hcd Monday through

Secretary of State Alexander
Haig said the administration is
encouraged by signs of new support
for the Saudi deai, but is not yet
ready to predict victory.

Cotne Worship
the Father

Society Honors Chairman

Letter

'lliJilldl~

New Mexico Daily Lobo

ministration's side last week, They
are Sens. Orrin Hatch of Utah and
Alan Simpson of Wyoming;

Port Hueneme, CA 93043
Call collect (805) 982·5073
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

u.s. Citizenship Required
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Ned's and KZZX
invite you to

'

Thursday, October 15
• Dress Kamikaze • Think Kamikaze • 99¢ Kamikaze drinks featuring Stolichnaya vodka
Absolute worst contests ever:
• Worst· matched couple wins therapeutic massages by Steve Fenchel
• Worst dancing couple wins free dan.ce lessons from Paramount Dance Studio
•Worst-dressed couple wins Stolie T-shirts and. gear

Entertainment

•Music by the Planets

Supplement

Bonzai!

to the

New Mexico
Daily Lobo.

4200 central SE

)'

'
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Buying auto insurcmce is no fun
Getting lower rates might help

265-5695
CARLISLE AT GIBSON
1611 CARLISLE BLVD. SE
HOURS: MON-FRI
9:30-5:00

G E Ic 0

THE GOOD DRIVER COMPANY

Ar±istr~
~ u iron ~tudio
SPECIALIZING IN
TOTAL UEAUTY
SEfl.VICES
SALON AND
RETAIL CENTEfl.
FOR GUYS & GALS

g5

883-1724

Psychology Deparbnent Program
Concentrates on Sexually Deviant
People with sexually deviant
behaviors are being sought for a
free, on-goiog treatment program
conducted by the University of New
Mexico psychology department,
The program, which began in
January, uses a behavioral approach .to alter both deviant sexual
arousal and patterns of deviant
sexual behavior. The confidentiality and anonymity of all
participants is guaranteed,
"The term sexual deviance has a
variety of interpretations and
implications. Unfortunately, many
are socially derived and laden with
judgment," Dr. Michael Dougher,
assistant professor of psychology at
UNM and head of the treatment
program, said.
"From our perspective, sexually
deviant behavior is any form of
sexual gratification that brings an
individual into conflict with legal
authorities, infringes upon the
rights of others or causes an individual personal distress or
psychological discomfort,''
Dougher said.
Individuals with such sexually

deviant behaviors as exhibitionism,
child molestation, incest, obscene
phone calling, rape, transvestism
and fetishes which are personally
distressing are appropriate for the
program, Dougher said,
"In most cases, sexual deviance
is not a client's only psychological
disorder," Dougher said. "Sexual
deviance is often accompanied by
depression, anxiety, sociopathy,
violent and assaultive behaviors
and even psychosis. We are
prepared to help clients with all of
these
accompanying problems
except for assaultive behavior and
psychosis."
Initially,
a
thorough
psychological assessment is conducted, evaluating each client's
deviant and normal sexual arousal;
hetero-social anxiety and skills; and
other psychological disorders such
as depression and sociopathy,
Dougher said.
The results of the assessment
determine the nature and course of
treatment.
Treatment involves a procedure
called convert sensitization, in

Who will be first
with the electronics
of the future?
It could be you and Hughes.
And that's no idle statement. Be·
cause the string of Hughes firsts Is
legendary, from firsts In submlcronlcs
to firsts that span Interplanetary dis·
lances.
And you'll find Hughes a perfect
career choice at almost every level of
expertise. You'll find a wide variety of
locations spanning Southern California
and Tucson, with environments to ac·
comodate every lifestyle. You'll have all
the advantages of a major, internationally recognized company, coupled with
the personal responsibility and Visibll·
lty possible In Hughes' smaller de·
centralized groups.
But most of all, you'll be part of a

company that puts you at the threshold
of virtually every state-of-the-art tech·
nology - on the ground, on the seas,
In the air, in deep space.
Who will be first with the electronics
of the future?
With 1,500 projects, a $6 billion backlog and opportunities like these, it
could be you and Hughes.
AI Hughes Aircraft, we'll Introduce
you to people, Ideas and jobs that
could change your world. And maybe
ours.
Our current opportunities are for grad·
uates in:
• E:lectrlcal Engineering
• Physics
• Computer Science

It could be you and Hughes

We also have some opportunities In:
• Mechanical Engineering
• Manufacturing/Industrial
Engineering
• Material & Processes
• M'alhemallcs
• Aeronautical Engineering

The following Hughes
groups will be on campus:

October 26
(see your placement office
for an appointment)

ELECTRO·OPTICAL & DATA
SYSTEMS
GROUND SYSTEMS
RADAR SYSTEMS
SPACE & COMMUNICATIONS
MISSILE SYSTEMS - TUCSON

r------------------;I

I

i HUGHES i
I

I

L------------------~
HUGHES
AIRCRAFT COMPANY
Proof of U.S. Citizenship Required
Equal Opportunity Employer
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which stimuli such as nausea,
shame and anxiety become
associated with the sexually deviant
stimuli or behavior in the client's
·
imagination.
"Therapy continues until there is
evidence that deviant sexual urges
and behaviors have been removed,
appropriate sexual respoqse patterns develop and the client's
overall functioning has improved,"
Dougher said. "Typically, this
procedure takes about 15 weeks,
depending upon the client."
Dougher said all therapists in the
program are advanced students
working towards degrees in clinical
psychology. He said he gives intensive supervision to all therapists,
who have been thoroughly trained
in therapeutic procedures.
Dougher said none of the clients
who have completed the program
so far have again engaged in
sexually deviant behavior.
Anyone interested in the program
should call the UNM Psychology
Department at 277-4121. Participation in the program is free and
will be kept confidential.

School Reaps
Two Stipends
For Minorities
The University of New Mexico
College of Engineering has been
awarded two grants totaling
$72,500 by the U.S. Department of
Defense for support of two of the
college's
minority
student
programs.
The grants are administered by
the Accreditation Board for
Engineering and Technology, Inc.,
via the U.S. Air Force, Office of
Scientific Research.
One grant for $53,000 is earmarked for the college's Research
Apprenticeship for Disadvantaged
High Schoolers program.
The program provides qualified
high school seniors with summer
research
apprenticeships
with
researchers at UNM and the Kir·
tland
Air
Force Weapons
Laboratory. The student ap·
prcntices work for 10-week periods
on research projects to gain exposure to the various fields of
engineering.
Another grant for $19,500 will
provide support for the college's
Uninitiates' Introduction to
Engineering program.
The program brings qualified
high school seniors to the UNM
campus for a two-week period to
introduce them to dormitory life
and to the various fields of
engineering
through
tours,
laboratory projects, classes and
panel discussions.
"Without this continuing
support from the Department of
Defense, the American system will
not have those engineers, particularly minority engineers, so
desperately needed if we are to
continue the progress already made
in assuring full and equal access to
engineering and science·related
careers for minorities," Tom
Cummings, director of student
services at the UNM College of
Engineering, said.
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COOD!
New Mexico Union

Food service
Fresh Baked Fruit and Cream Pies
Try Our New Recipes this Fall in Our

Aron Rae!

A croWd gathers around one of the injured float riders Saturday after the driver made a U-turn
throwing bales of hay and its riders off.

Four Injured on Homecoming Float
Another witness, Ethan Hay,
said, "The people on top were
Four students were injured having a good time and then
during the University of New everything collapsed and rolled off
Mexico Homecoming parade the truck."
Callihan
said Lane was
Saturday when they slid off the top
of a float which turned sharply,
dumping the students and bales of
hay on the pavement, according to
UNM police records.
The accident report filed by
UNM
officer John Gallegos
showed the injured as Darrell Fang
of 276 Coronado Hall; Kalee Fuqua
of 1701 Mesa Vista Hall; John C.
Podlesny of7525 Bear Canyon; and
Susan M. Sarefield of Hokona·
Zuni Hall were riding on top of a
float which belonged to the Alpha
Tau Omega fraternity.
Pong, who had cuts on the side of
his head, shoulder and knee, and
Satefield and Podlesny with cuts on
their legs, were all treated and
released, the report said.
Fuqua was hospitalized at the
University of New Mexico
Hospital/BCMC with a broken leg,
according to Carolyn Tinker of the
Medical Center Public Information
office.
The float was on a flatbed truck
driven by Douglas T. Lane of 1820
Sigma Chi Rd, according to the
police report.
The report said Lane attempted
to make a U-turn in the parking lot
of the football stadium after the
parade when the bales, which were
not braced to the truck, slid off.
A witness, Mike Callihan, who
was standing near the float, said
Lane started to drive off, making a
!SO-degree turn, causing the bales
to move as he increased his speed.
"People started falling and
jumping, trying to get out of the
way of the hay bales," he said.
Noel Fletcher

"unaware of what was happening
until one of us was able to yell out
and get his attention."
Callihan said a radio playing in
the back of the truck was probably
the reason Lane did not hear.

Win Free Lunch
for a Week Contest
With any purchase in the New Mexico Union Food Ser·
vice area you are eligible to your lunch for FREE! For an
entire week!
To enter pick up an entry blank from the cashiers on the
main level of the New Me~<ico Union. Fill out the entry
blank and YOU could go to lunch on us!
Winners will be .announced in the Daily Lobo
Drawing held every Friday.

Joggers Recruited
For Medical Smdy
On Drug Effects
A pharmacologist in the School
of Medicine is recruiting male
joggers, age 18 to 35, for research
in how athletic performance is
affected by drugs designed to
control blood pressure.
Dr. Charles T. Spalding said the
study will include six weeks of
analysis of such factors as the
individual's oxygen consumption
and maximum exercise tolerance.
All
testing,
physical
examinations and medications used
in the experiment will be provided
free of charge,
Spalding emphasized that his
study is designed for joggers rather
than marathon runners and is open
only to men with normal blood
pressure.
More information is available
through
the
pharmacology
department, 271-4411.

TALKITOVER,WITHACREAMY-RICH CUP OF ORANGE CAPPUCCINO.
(It) General toods
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Mangione: Talking a Good Feeling

'

Leslie Donovan

CHUCK
MANGIONE
AND

THE
CHUCK MANGIONE
QUARTET

Sunday Oct.18
8;00 p.m.
Convention Center
Kiva Auditorium
Tickets: $9.00
Available at all TICKET MASTER LOCATIONS

Ye are the fruits of one tree, and the leaves of
one branch. So powerful is the light of unity
that it can illuminate the whole earth.
· Baha'u'llah

All Races, All Religions

UNITE
through the BAHAI FAITH
come and hear about the
Bahai Faith
Wednesday, Oct. 14-3:00
Room 230-SU B

"I feel good about our musi~,"
the voice from Los Angeles said
over the phone Friday afternoon.
It was a quiet voice, one that
came across confident yet down to
earth; the man who spoke through
it seemed as sincere as he was articulate.
The voice was that of Chuck
Mangione, the musician-composer
who bridged the gap between jazz
and pop music with his 197 8 instrumental album Feel$ So Good.
Mangione will perform in
Albuquerque Sunday at the
Convention
Center's
Kiva
Auditorium.
Mangione's music is melodic and
often lyrical. He believes his
audiences come to his concerts
because they [mow "we're up there
to give a good performance and
that we try to play a tune with good
.dynamics," he said.
His faith in his quartet is immense; the emphasis is on the music
as a complete unit in which all
parts, if not of equal value, are at
least equally recognized.
In fact, Mangione rarely spoke of
his work in the possessive. Instead,
it was always "our music" or "the
music" rather than ''my music."
"We play as a fine ensemble as
well as letting each individual have
a chance to shine on his own terms," he said.
' For the last 12 years, Mangione
and his quartet have toured nine
months out of each year, recently
having returned from Japan.
As for Mangione's creative
process, "l think the music you
write is a result of all the things you

experience as a h\lman being,'' he
said.
''I don't like to play music or
listen to music that you need a
dictionary
to understand,"
Mangione said.
He said he has no routine because
his touring schedule prohibits it,
but he keeps "a little sketchbook. of
fragments of melodies or a melodic
line or a rhythmic. idea."
"Then when it's time for some
new music, I sit down and try to
pull those thoughts together and
make a complete idea out of them.
But writing is very mysterious and I
never remember exactly where the
idea came from."
"l enjoy composing because if
you write a good piece of music and
it's recorded, it will last forever and
the recording process is a way of
allowing the people to take the
music home with them rather than
just experiencing it at a concert."
He believes his music is not
primarily geared toward single
releases but rather toward the effect
of a well-integrated album.
"l think people eventu<J.Ily end up
inside the album, rather than just
with the single. In our case, the
single is something that stimulates
people to find out what's in. the
album."
To critics who accuse him of
sacrificing artistry for commercial
success, Mangione replies "I'm my
most severe critic."
"Music has to pass a severe test
to get by me and if I can live with a
piece of music and believe in it,
then that's the test for me."
"I certainly don't believe there's
any way that you can formulate
success.''
"It's a strange thing that your

music can be very much like it was
before a whole lot of people got
into you .. But somebody presumes
that you !lave actually computed a
way to be successful- and I don't
think that's possible."
Mangione said he is "proud of all
the music" he has written.
Comparing his albums to
children, he said "you love them all
for different reasons and they're all
important for different reasons."
· Mangione said he believes the
phenomenal success of Feels So
Good was a result of having the
right sound at the right time.
"It contains strong matter and it
was very positive and very melodic.
I think the melodic ingredient is the
reason that people started to get
into our music."
Mangione says, it was "a period
in radio-programming where the
Bee Gees
had
completely
dominated radio and l think
program directors were looking for
some
kind
of
alternative
programming to use that might be
in another direction,"
The single "Feels So Good"
turned out to be that new direction,
giving Mangione a double platinum
album though the single never even
went gold.
Mangione said that radioprogrammers rarely play jazz or
instrumental music because it
usually exceeds the 3 l/2 minute air
play norm, but they made a single
with "a good edit on it that got. the
music down to the proper length."
"It made it kind of like an hors
d'ouevres," he said with a soft
chuckle, "and people got to hear it
and went out and bought the
album."
continued on page 9
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GYROS- Served on a pita bread
with Grecian dip
SOUVLAKI- Shishkabob
GREEK SALAD· with pita bread
BAKLAVA- for dessert
We prepare party trays
OPEN Mon·Fri ii·8Sat 12-5

13 &
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 13
SUB Theatre - New Mexico Union Building
9:30am HOW ALCOHOL AFFECTS THE BODY
ll:OOam ALCOHOLISM AND THr FAMILY
12:30pm HOW ALCOHOL AFFECTS YOUR BEHAVIOR
2:00pm SOCIAL ASPECTS AND SOCIAL CONTROL OF ALCOHOL USE:

.

sociales

• cL·ASSES.

*Graduate& Undergraduate Credit
, \ ,·ailu ble for some Courses *

• BASIC for the Home and School
• Data PrOC€SSing I Management I Finance
• VisicalcandPascal

OCTOBER 14
SUB Theatre - New Mexico Union Building

W~DNESDAY,

lO:OOam
ll:OOam
12:00pm
1:OOpm
2:00pm

GREEK & MIDDLE EASTERN SPECIALTIES

HOW TO SELECT AND APPRECIATE WINES
ALCOHOL AND NEW MEXICO LAW
ALCOHOL AND PREGNANCY: THE FETAL ALCOHOL SYNDROME
TREATMENT FOR PROBLEM DRINKERS: WHAT'S AVAILABLE IN ALBUQUERQUE?
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS AND ALANON: THE PERSONAL SIDE

•TUTORING•

Since then Mangione's 1979
Children of Sanchez album, for the
film starring ·'Anthony Quinn,
received a great deal of critical
acclaim, while his 1980 Live at
Hollywood Bowl and Fun and
Games albums were also big sellers.
His most recent release is
Taraflle/la, an album recorded
from tapes of a benefit concert for
Italian earthquake victims which
Mangione performed December 27,
1980 in Rochester, NY.
For this concert Mangione invited some of the jazz musicians he
had played with to appear without
pay, reimbursed only for the expense of getting there.
"l decided to invite a whole
bunch of musicians l' d made music
with over the past 20 or so years many of whose names ended in a
vowel.''
"They were Italian guys with
names like Nistico, Romano,
Vadala and LaBarbera- and then
when .I invited Dizzy Gillespie, he
said we needed one real Italian and
reminded me that Africa was only
20 miles from Sicily," Mangione
laughed.
Jazz greats like Dizzy Gillespie,
Chick Corea and Steve Gadd
appeared along with 20 odd others
and what was supposed to be a
four-hour concert turned into an
eight-hour "musical marathon,"
raising over $100,000 which was
turned over to the American Red
Cross and the Italian Red Cross,
Mangione said.
Mangione thinks his audiences
are "very sophisticated" and "very
knowledgeable" in their awareness
of his music.
"It's not an audience that's just
into one particular song - the
people react to all the things we've
He considers the audience an
important part of a concert "that's the reason we travel as
much as we do, to take the music to
the people because we're there to
play the music live and have people
experience it in a live situation."
"I enjoy the immediacy of
performance. I like playing music
live for people and the immediate
reaction it gets and the spontaneity
in the music,"
"I think people don't spend
money and go out to fight with
crowds and parking and all that to
have a bad time," he said.
"Obviously, I want people to enjoy
the music."
"I try to never let the visual
experience override the musical
experience. I don't pretend to do
anything but really get into the
music that we're playing and
concentrate totally on that, because
I think that's the only thing that
can really get to the people.''
Mangione said they always bring
their own sound equipment, sound
engineer and lights to each concert
in order to present the music "in its
best form."
"And yet," he said, "I'm always
amazed that people can sit there for
over two hours and listen to in·
strumental music and react so
strongly to it."
.
"Instrumental music is a kind of

• Diagnostic I Remedial fustruction
• Basic Skills: Reading I Math I SJElling
• Tffit Preparation: ACT, SAT, LSAT

~

CALL 255-1672

• Training You For The Future •
0010 Monte Vista NE, Suite 2JJl
An Affiliate of the N.M. Speech and Learning Clinic

I

266-2670
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Soup for Luneh:
To complcmellt our many different
varieties of Soup 'H.' Snb sandwiches.
h•h•odneilll-{ •n11• t-,.,·o newest sandwiches

The Chicken Hoagie
&

The Steak Hoagie
music that really allows the listener
to use his own imagination and
come to his own conclusions about
what he's hearing or let the music

take him away more freely than
when someone is telling him or
singing to him exactly what the
music means."
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"I came to Hughes
for room to grow. And I got i~."
- Richard Rodriguez, Project Engineer
"I was just a young structural
engineer, but I discovered my first job
at another company was too
structured.
"Some people work better alone in a
specialty, and some work better with
others in project management. Hughes
lets you choose,"
Today, Dick Rodriguez Is Involved in a
very special kind of project
management: rnoking the various
systems on a new satellite work
together. But then, Hughes is a very
special kind of company.
Dick says, "When I saw how fairly I
was treated here; how Hughes supports
the Society of Hispanic Professional
Engineers; and how the company
wanted to talk with minority students
about engineering careers - I realized:
"Hughes isn't just following guidelines.
They really believe in equal
opportunity,"
True. And we keep it in mind when
we're hiring engineers and computer
specialists to work on over S6 billion
worth of long-term projects. Those
assignments range from "Dick
Rodriguez's satellite" to lasers for
supermarket checkout systerns to the
NATO countries' electronic air defense
system.
If you're in the market for a job that
will give your engineering or computer
talents room to grow, please fill us in on
your background in college.
One application covers our dozen
locations in the easy-living climate of
Southern California and Tucson. Arizona.
Write to:
Hughes Aircraft Company
College Relations Office
P.O. Box 90515, Dept. NC, 100/445
Los Angeles, CA 90009

At Hughes, your future is limited
only by your imagination.

•LEASING•
The Albuquerque Police Department will have their
BATMOBlLE unit on campus and it ~ill be available
for viewing on Tuesday and Wednesday, all day,

All Ages

continued from page 8

done."

Information relating to alcohol
use and abuse will be available at a table in the
Lobby of the New
t4exico Union
Building on
both days
from lOam
to 3pm.

Roommate Finders

~-----------------~,

Prtslrlcnllal SthOhlrs Gitttf- Membt:fs stop b)' the

HonorS-Cenlcrj ft's a surprise,
Society or Wom~n EnglnMD f.- Mectit1g WcdllesditS' at 3:JiS p.m. fnll'oom 109 or the FEC.
UNM Chap_ltr nf the AlbUqUerque Mountain.
ltucue Cnut~c'lll .... Meeting Wedne.~day nt 7:30p.m.
in rotlril-ll-l•Atll•
Women' !I Sllldlc!i- film shdwlng tl( ''Salt or the
Barthtt In room l2S o( Mnrron Hall, Wednesday ai
I:!Op.m.

I
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Proof of U.S Ctttzenshp Requ11ed
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Sports

FALL HAIRCUTTING SPECIAL
For UNM Students

Diane Settle, Allison Maney
Promising Freshman Battery

/,ofm defeme gets tougher...

"We didn't hit."
This is supposed to be The Year
of The Bat in the University of New
Mexico softball camp, but assistant
coach Ken Johnson's terse analysis
of last weekend indicates that the
bats haven't figured out the plan
yet.
"But Allison Maney pitched 29
straight innings without letting a

run score."
This isn't supposed to be a great

i
The Lobo defense has held its last two opponents
to minus one yard rushing and barely over 100
yards per game in total offense. Here, defensive

end Jimmie Carter, 49, and tackle Al Greenwood,
65, chase Texas·EI Paso quarterback Jeff Riley
and catch him for another sack in last weekend's

26-3 homecoming victory. Coaches cited Ray
Hornfeck and Jim Cook as defensive standouts
after looking at game films.

Lady Runners Take Home Meet
~

Graduate Student Association
Council Meeting
Saturday, October 24, 1981
9 a.m.
Room 230, SUB
For more information ca/1277-3803

The UNM women's cross
country team got all five runners in
the first dozen places last Saturday
to easily win a six-team meet.
Joan Sterret led the Lobos by
capturing fourth place on the 5000
meter course in 19:15.6, followed
by Linda Mitchell in 19:25.9 and
Lisa Mitchell in 19:26,6, for fifth

and sixth places.
Val Fisher's ninth and Kristi
Rapp's 12th place finish gave l.)NM
36 points, far ahead of Adams

More than 100 in Race
Stan Waquie raced seven
kilometers in just under 21 minutes
to win the annual homecoming race
last weekend at University Football
Stadium.
Over 100 official entries ran the
seven kilometers, with several more
unofliclal runners going on a one
mile fun run in support of the UNM
Child Care Center,
which
benefitted from the event sponsored by the UNM Popular
Entertainment Committee.
William Orr, founder and first
meet director, came back to the city
from Denver to compete in the race
and led the over 30 runners,
finishing fifth overall. He is the
parent of one of the Child Care
Center pre·schoolers.
Top l'en: t~Sian Waquie:20:Ss, 2•Mark. UjorkJund
:21:46, 3-Don Vcrbr!dge :22..58._ 4•Tony 'faig :13:00,
s-Willlam Orr :23:1.8, 6-JoeStmbhar:24:02, 1-James
Cortl~ld :24:13, g.. stan Ha~cs :24:24, 9-Jordan Righl
:24:36, lO·Edward Aguilar:2.S:09.
Womeri 10·14: !-Doris Mclo'<c:doH :4l:22. 15·19:
I·Roxy Hunt :31:10, 2·Aifrcda Junn

~31:20,

3-Mary

Jo Hunt :46:44. 20-11): 1-Jo Loftis :~3:29. 2·linda
L.ocasico :3:5:51. l·LisaJacob!ion:37:28~
Women 30·39: 1·l.conarn Ho~lde -:30:59, 2-Donn:J.
Doyle :33:30; 3•Candy Schlifc :33:56. 40-49: 1-Lella
Con~lant :40:46.
Menl0-14: 1-DarylSorger :27:40, 2-JcueSituch.le~

WE'RE NOT TELLING ALL OUR SECRETS !
But after you visit the Carving Line in the Sidewalk Cafe, you may
wonder how we do it. Three entrees are cooked fresh daily, then
served piping hot with potatoes and gravy, roll and butter and your
choice of vegetable. All for $2.50 to $2.95 ! So next time you're feel·
ing hungry for a delicious meal at a very tasty price, visit the Carv·
ing Line try us once -· twice - then you'll know (how we do it).

Fruits, nuts, natural snacks
An end less array of sandwiches, burger
baskets and fresh baked desserts

Ice Cream Shoppe Famous ice cream at Infamously low prices

Pocket Corner We'll build you a classic pita bread sandwich

:30:29. 3-Dobby Stone :3$;07, 15·19:

1-Jnmc:s

C"offield :l4:18, 2·Rick No'<ak :25;42, 3-Williatlt
IJ<mdn:z :25:4H. 20·29: I·Stan Waquic :20:58, 2-M;nk
OjorJ-.IuJJd :21:46, 3-Don Vcrbritlge:l2:58,
Men l0·3!h I·William Orr :23:28, 2•Amhony
Uurulc :25:10, l·Rick Ludcrs. :26:37, 40-49: I·Stan
lh.YC\ :24:24, 2-Tom Braig :28:1'1, J·t>icky Clm\c:t
:3):29. 50-S"9: I·Kcnn Com~;r:33:t4.

\Vomen's Self-Defense
\Vorkshop is Tonight
A self-defense seminar for
women will be conducted
tonight from 6 to 8 p.m. in
Carlisle Gym,
The two-hour session is
sponsored by the UNM Karate
Club and the intramural
department's
Getaway
Program.
lnstrl•ction will include how
to avoid dangerous situations
and how to protect yourself in
case of an assault.
There is no fee and no
piiysical requirement for par·
ticipation.

GOOD!
New Mexico

Union
Food service

U(IIHinistnttOI". t)i" tJw jlJ't\"iicll'JI( of tilt'
or,gauint!ion ai1dlnr llw dt•twrlnwnt dwtqwr.\OII 1"- \\h0111 tlw
pt•nmn i~ lll'iH!!; liolllitl~llt'fl. -:'\ornitwtion nHi\ IK• tlwdl' h\ tlw
_..,IOclt•llt hc•-~t·ll!llilll~t·H. utt or.tt;HniiHlion nt· a;. at•Hdt'init• clt.:p:~rt ..
tlll'IUbt•r. :lh

lilt'nl.

Appli<·atiotl~ mu~t lw l'l'lllnwd to tlw Sturlt•nt Ae-

tivitit•s Centet' hy 5 p.m. on Oetoher 2(L Hllil (:\1 onday!. Fw·th<·•· qm•stions caii27T-+i0()/2ii-fifi2.'l.

BILL'S HAIR DESIGN
5107 Menaul N.E.

OPEN
Mon- Sat 8-8
Offer good thru Nov. 6, 1981

c.MI

STEAK HOUSE

DELICIOUS FOOD!
GREAT PRICES!

All you can cat. RIBS!
includes: Texas toa~t.
salad, baked potato
regularly s:J.\19
20% DISCOUNT ON ANY MENU ITEM
WITH THIS COUPON

OPEN DAILY CLOSED SUNDAYS

·""Ir"' SW Oust west of the RR Tracks) 247-9820

Earn Money!!!
Work as an A.S.U.N.M. Pollworker
on Wednesday, Nov. 4,1981
"hours can be arranged with class schedule"
Obtain information at A.S.U.N.M. office, SUB 2nd floor
Authorized by A.S.U.N.M. Elections Commission·
Elven L. Romero, Chairman.

Graduate

engineer~:

Innovative ideas are our only products.
If you have an advanced degree in' engineering, physical
science, or computer science- and if you can contribute
- you and your career can flourish here.
Few companies can involve you so deeply in state-of-theart space systems as this nonprofit. public-service company. Few have such a totally qualified technical staff
(one in four is a PhD) for you to work with an learn from.
Check into the career advantages at The Aerospace Corporation in the beach suburb of El Segundo, California.

Appli(•ations art' now available in tlw Studt•nt Aetivitit•s Centt•r (Is! f'loot·. ;o.;t•w Mt•xico trnion
Building! c.r the Student Cmwnmt'llt Olliet•s !2nd
floor. Nt•w Mexit•o Union Building!.

fat·ulty

~

881·1181

offers Space
for your ideas

Who's Who Among Students
In American Universities
And Colleges

I. :\Itt<! lw <'llrrt•nlh ~III'Cili<•d.
2. :\Jnq he Hjunior.!60 huur; '''""l>lt'lt•di. "'rlioo·. cor .~ruduatc st.udcnl
in gtut<l <lt•nclt•mit.· ~t:iinlitlJ~ with ~ (Hir t'eSJ>t•t•tiw• t•nllt•gt.• (2.()
t'lllll'ul:ltin' nr higlwr).
:t ~lust prtwldl• mw CJ) k•lter uf rt1t'OillliH.'IUintiolt [ruiu dtlwt :1

~

Cal/ for an appointment

Corporation

Our representative will be at:
The Student Placement Center,

QUAI,ll,'ICATIONS:

There's More At The Union
Country Store The Wheel-

State's 54, Texas-EI Paso's 77 and
Wyoming's 106. The UNM B-team
came in fifth at 124, then Colorado
College at 131 ,

year for pitching at UNM, but the
freshman hurler turned in a surprising performance for the Lobos
at the Northwestern Invitational
Tournament in lllinois as UNM
finished second in the eight-team
event.
Ironically, she started and
finished the weekend against Iowa
State with opposite results. In
warm-up games before the tournament began, UNM was clobbered
by Minnesota, 8-0, then played
Iowa State to a scoreless tie for 12
innings, giving up only when
darkness fell.
Maney pitched all 12 innings
against Iowa State on Friday, then
threw six more innings early
Saturday in a 1-0 decision against
Southern Jllinois.
Later Saturday, the Lobos met
Northwestern .in the semi-finals,
and didn't score against the
Wildcats until the eighth inning for
another 1-0 victory. Maney pitched
all eight of those innings.
Two scoreless innings from the
previous weekend brought her
string of no-run innings to 28 going
into the championship game against
that same Iowa State team.
Michelle Mills started on the
mound in the title game, with

Maney relieving in the third inning. separated shoulder sliding into
She got three more outs to run her third base, and will sit out the rest
string to. 29 innings, but Iowa State of the fall season. But she's right
had found their bats and they handed and hurt her left shoulder,
blasted out nine .hits while holding an<;l. is expected to be back at full
the Lobos hitless for .a 4-0 decision strength before the spring workouts
in the championship game.
begin.
"It was an excellent defensive
weekend," Johnson said of UNM 's
runner-up finish that left the Lobos
5-5-1 on the fall season.
"We started five freshmen in
every game, and got to look at a lot
of players. One of them - Diane
Settle • was really great at catcher.
She went four-for-four on pick-off
11ttempts at second base," Johnson
said.
"Actually, we're not hitting that
badly," he concluded. "We're
making contact with the ball, its
just going straight at the other
team, Claire Miller had two really
good hits that were stopped by
outstanding catches in the field,
and Kelly Sparr also got ahold of
BIIIWechtOI
the ball a couple of times."
Michele Madrid suffered a
Diane Settle

HAIRCUT CONDITIONING AND STYLING
For $8.00

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 281 1981
Joe C(lv~ltette

Abraham Hussein crosses the
finish line With tlte fastest 10,000
meter time ever by a Lobo on the
UNM home course last Saturday! 30 minutes, 9,3 seconds.
Led by Hussein, the UNM cross
country team tied defending
national NAIA champion Adams
State, 2.')-29.

The Aerospace
Corporation
An Affimlative Action l::mploycriU.s. Citizenship Required
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Classified
Advertising
1. Personals

ROLLER SKATE SALE, Going ou of
business we quit you wln. Dealer costs
on new sltates and equ\mnent, Fantastic
values on used skates. Hurry,
Roadrunner fl!n. 2214 Central S.E.
across from UNM. Open weekdays, 3-9
~.m., weeltends10·10.
10/20
25 CENT D)liNK 13pecials tonight at
Ned's.
10/14
HEY DAVE, HAPPY Birthday, Han~ in
there. I love you ! Dad.
10/14
NEED TWO PAT Benatar tickets,
willing to negotiate. Call898-8400. 10/20
ALPHA CHI'S " THANKS again for the
great time during Homecoming week!
Can't walt to celebrate winning
sweepstakes wltll you! !--Brothers of
SAEJ.
10/14
llAE LITTLE SISTERS·· Thanks for the
great cocktail party! We're looking
forward to Sunday's Initiation and
dinner! .•Brothers of SAE.
10/14

FINANCIAL AID AND grants for
students Is here. Information coming,
Oct. 21.
10/20
ACCURATE INJI'ORMATION ABOUT
contraception, sterilization, abprt\on.
Right to Choose. 294-0171.
tfn
PREGNANCY 7'ESTING ~ COUN·
tfn
SI!Jf"ING. Phone 247-9819.
PASSPORT AND I!JENTIFIOA']'ION
photos. 3 for $6.00! ! L!lwest prices In
town! Fast, pleasing, ne!ll' UN1vL Call
265-2444 or come t!l 1717 Girard Blvd,
~E.
tfn
Clf[NESE BUFFET, CHEAP All you
can eat. Lunch $3,00, supper $4.50,
Sunday Brunch $3.00, Jao.Jao's Place,
5000Centra1Ave.S.E.
tfn
LOST: LADlE'S D.ARK purple cor·
.CONTAOTS·POLISHUVG, SOLUTIONS
Casey Optical Company on Lomas jUst duroy blazer, tan suede elbows. If
found,
please call 242·8625. Sentimental
west of Washington.
tfn
value. Reward.
10/21
WE BOT DISTRIB.UTORS. Prescrip.
14K GOLD necklace With Italian
t!on eyeglass frames. Greenwich LOST,
horn, In girl's locker room (or outside
VIllage (Lennon styles), gold rimless,
gym).Reward. 898-2921. Renee.
10/14
$54,50 (regular $65.00). Pay Less
FOUND: MEN'S TIMEX digital watch.
OptlciEUls, 5007 Menaul N,E., across
from La Belles..
tfn Black band, blue face, In J{appa Kappa
Gamma parking lot. Claim 'il.t 131
UN WORN CUPS, CARDS, calendars, Marron Hall.
10/19
books, posters, and necklaces. Rainbow
FOUND: PAIR OF SUNGLASSES.,
Place, 555 Wyoming NE, Mon-Snt, 9-6, black
wire frames. Claim at Marron
255-5222.
10/15 Hall, Room
131.
10/19
STUDENTS BECOME EDUCATED C,J. LaPorte, COME to Marron Hall
Read "The Hellish Dictionary". For use Room
131 to claim your I.D.
10/16
bY devlllsh people. On sale at UNM
Bookstore and Newsland on Central. FOUND AT DUCKPOND ·one key on
10/15
Only $2.95.
10/16 key ring with small wrench.
REWARD! FEMALE HUSKY cross.
WANTED: ONE BASS violin for Tan,
white, red collar, Montana tags,
bluegrass beginner. 298·0546 Paul, 10/16 256•7306.
10/15
ARE YOU LOOKING for Radical LOST: LONG 7'URQUOISE Earring,
Christian Fellowship? Come to the area of Scholes and Faculty Club
Maranatha Christian Center 1800 Sigma Tuesday, October 6, Call 277-6249 or
Clli NE. Sundays 7PM also Bible Studies come to Scholes 119. Reward,
10/14
SUB Tues. and Thurs. ll-1pm Rm 231-D, FOUND: SETTER CROSS puppy,
2<17 -91}00.
10/16 About four months old, female with four
ROLLING THUNDI!JR: THE coming while paws and star on forehead. Found
earth changes. BY J.R. Jochma!lS. Now near Dartmouth and Garfield, No
collar. To claim please call 256-0225
avallnble atLlvlngBatch Bookstore.
10/14
10/23 evenings or 842-9960 mornings.
SKYDIVING .Jl!MP GLASS Saturday CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions at
Oct. 17. 'Get details at Skydiving Club Campus Pollee 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
tfn
meeting, Thursday Oct.15 8:00pm Rm, dally.
231E SUB or call 277·4885. Truly, an
\Ulforgettable experience.
10/16
C!IILDCARE
IN
OUR
home.
Experienced: All ages. Personal at.
tentlon. flexible hours. Mec!cal/Law
School !ll'ea - excellent neighborhood!
GUITAR LESSONS: ALL styles.
255-7662.
10/19 Marc's Guitar Studio. 265-3315.
tfn
IJINGE·EATING, WEIGHT. ALCOHOL TYP lNG ·STUDENT/BUSINESS work,
problems. 256·1553,
10/19 i nclud! ng stat!stical/techn leal.
WHI7'E. BLACK, INDIAN, Jew, Reasonable, experienced, competent.
10/26
Christian,
Catholic,
Protestant, 296-6299.
cvel'Ybody come Nld unite; hear about PROFESSIONAL TYPING BY English
the Bahal faith. Wednesday, Octoberl4, MA/ed!tor. Vast experience with
papers,
Elditing
at 3:00, room 230, second floor of the dissertations,
10/27
SUB.
10/14 available. 266-9550.
ROBERT LYNCH WILL pay $5,00 each A·.l TYPIST · TERM PAPERS,
for the two best essays on the purpose of Resumes 299-8970.
10/30
ASUNM and how It can be improved. CALL 243·3585 ANYTIME for inexFor details call277·5528, 884.8157, 10/20 pensive foreign language tutoring or
BEV P., HAPPY 21ST. Have a SUper private instruction. Spanish, French.
10/16
day! Love, 3rd floor S.C.
10/14 Mark Frobose. MA languages.
PROFESSIONALRESUMES265·9082,
.
10 19
TYPING • THESIS, DISSERTATION,
T. he spiritu. al • reports, statistical, call ANNI'l'A 291}.
10/30
teaching of
: 3781.
.
TYPING·
FAST,
ACCURATE,
•
Da (Bubba) Free John • reasonable, 247-2583.
10/16
e
Free talk and Audio Tape • AOOURATE, EXPERIENCED
college work, resumes,
•
266-9291
• TYPIST.:
transcribing. 294-0167.
10/30
FORMALLY SEPARATED OR
CONSIDERING DIVORCE? Here Is
legal help most people can afford. You
have someone to turn to for gUidance In
divorce and . separation matters.
Uncontested divorce with property
settlement, and children.. $100.00. J.
Carruth s. Legal Clinic, Court costs
I · ......_....... 1 uitarl
additional. Western Bank. 242-2602 for
1
appointment.
10/30
rn
- ~
FAST,. . ACOURATE
TYPING,
typeril';ht. 265.·5203,
10/21

2. Lost & Found

3. Services

••••••••••••

•••••••••••••••

.r;- -~ J~·larcsi
·(ill. :r· --:
I .... '. ·.
'

•

ent~r •'
l

Covered

..,.,.agon

Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOVVN

RESUMES: WRITTEN, TYPED. Ten
copies. One page, $10.00: two page,
$15,00. 843-6579.
10/14
THINKING ABOUT GRADUATE
school? Up your LSAT/GMAT scores
with us. 26G-2524.
10/22
FOR LETTER·J:>ERFECT THESES
and !llssertations, at reasonable rates,
call Aculex, the word processors. 831·
3181,
10/15
GUITAR INSTRUCTOR, CLASSJ04..L
other styles. 867·3158,
10/23
TYPING. 75 CENTS PA.GE. 2!l6-49B8,
10/22
F'INANC.IAL Al[) AND grants for
students Is here. Information coming
Oct. 21.
·
10/20
READING TUTOR NEEDBD. Call836·
3740, Connie,
10/19
BEST QUALITY REPAIRS at
reasonable prices ..Harvard Bike House,
137HarvardS.E.,255·8808.
10/21

4. Housing
FOR RENT: EFFIOIENCYaplll'tment.
$180/mo., all utll1tles paid. Air conditioned, swimming pool, laundry
facillt!es. For more information contact
resident manager, 1410 Girard NE, 2668392, 255-62156, or 898.7517.
tfn
THE CJTADEL.•SUPERB location near
UNM and downtown. Bus service every
30 minutes. 1 bedroom or efficiency,
from $205. All utilities paid ..Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher ana disposal,
recreation room, swimming pool, TV
room and laundry. Adult couples, no
pets. 1520 University NE. 243-2494.
tfn
ENORMOUS,
QUIET,
.~'WO·
BEDROOM furnished townhouse apt.,
fireplace, 9 ft. closets, $350, ut!lit!es
tfn
paid, no pets, children, 247-8724.
1 BLOOK FROM OAMP[JS. Large 3
bedroom apt., off-street parking • $300
plus utllit!es, 293-5602.
10/14
1 BEDROOM FURNISHED ADOBE
apt. W/flreplace . 1908 Gold S.E, $200
plus utilities· 293-5602.
10/14
LOOKING FOR ONE roommate for
large three bedroom horne. Fireplace,
Dishwasher, washer, dryer. Close bike
l'lde to UNM$150 month and one-third of
utilities. 266-8334,
10/15
APARTMENT NEAR UNM TVI. 1
bedroom unfurnished 8-ple><. $165.00
month you pay electric 242·9158 or 2427081.
10/H
ROOMMATE
WANTED
THREE
bedroom house, fireplace, close to
UNM. furnished. $165.00 month includes
utilities 255-4851 mornings or evenings.
10/14
CAMPUS COMPACT APARTMENTS,
215 Yale SEJ at Lead. Studio apartments
near stores and UNM, $185mo., free
utlllties, $130 deposit. No children, pets,
or roommates. See manager at apar.
tment two or ca11243-6210, or 883-594Q.
10/15
STUDIO APAR,TMENT SUB·LEASE
avallable Nov. 1st. can after 5:30, 8815135.
10/15
FEMALE ROOMMATE TO share two
bedroom apartment. Call 884·0315 or
294·374<1 evenings.
10/16
ONE BLOCK UNM, 4-bedroom, 2-ba.th
furnished house, 117 Columbia, $450,
268·0525..
10/26
V4.RSITY HOUSE 11,1 COLUMBIA, 1
bedroom, furnished apt. $230. 268·0525.
10/26
OLEAN, QUIET, NIOELY furnished.
One person small efficiency apartment,
No pets, off street parking. Near
Louisiana and Central. $140 with
damage and cleaning deposit. 831·4347.
10/19
LARGE TWO BEDROOM duplex,
partly furnished, fireplace. bullt·ln
bookcases, hardwood floors, $200, near
downtown and bus lines. 243-6017.
Prefer grad students. No pets, no
children.
10/i9
FOR RENT: SMALL cottage; semifurniShed; fireplace; A;c; near UNM;
quiet neighborhood; no pets; $200/mo.,
inclUding utilities; 262·0014.
10/20
FEMALE TO SH4.RE partially fur.
nlshed 3 bedroom home near UNM.
Prefer non•tobacco smoker around 3D.
.Flexible, serious student. $115/mo, 'l.i
ut!l!tles. Call 265-7358, lunchtime and
evenings.

The ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE
Presents

Akran
Tonight

8:00p.m.

Independent filmmaker Richard Myers explores thousands of imdges through the memory of a young man living
in Akron. Ohio.

SUB Theatre

Students· $1.50
Others· $2.00

5. For Sale
MIOOM ~QOO WORD processor satell1te
with. furniture and programs, ~6,000.
Call983-5648 (Santa Fe J.
10/16
ELECTRIC CLOTJ;fES .DRYER and
refrigerator for sale. $50.00 each. C8.IJ
293· 5038 after 6 :00,
10/20
FOR SALE, MAR'J'Ilf D·28, very good
condition. Call Marc, 822-1041.
10/21
JB STRING AUTOHARP like new With
case $106.00 or best offer, 821·9087. 10/15
.1978 KAWASAIU ZIR low milage, ex·
cellent condition. 2B3-3983 after 6pm,
'
.
10/16
ACOUS'l'IO 1!1, GUITAR Amp, $550,00
268-3522 after 6:OOPM.
10/14
WE BOT DISTRIBU2'0RS Prescription
eyeglass frames, Greenwich V1llage
(Lennon styles), gold, rimless. $154.50
regular $65.00 Pay Less Opticians, 5007
MenaulN.E. acrossfromLaBelles. tfn

SECRETARIAL, CLERICfAL SALES
typing required. 40 hours M·F, 5
minutes from UNM, 256-1121.
10/H
JOB OPENING COORDINATOR, UNM
campus • Community Volunteer
Bureau. Undergra!luate student, Part·
time position providing liaison between
community Human Service Agencl~s
and prospective student _voluntel)ra
communication, Organizational and
Interpersonal !>kills required. Flexible
work schedule. flours to be negotiated
In exc)lange for full tu!tlon waiver
retroactive, Resume and letter Of ap.
plication by October 19tll to: 1801 Las
Lomas NE, Albuquerque, New Mexico
87100.
10/14
SALESPERSONS INTERESTED IN
making money and/or becoming a
dealer. New product, eaey sales. 296·
8111, 295-6685.
10/19

7. Travel
NEED RIDE TO L,A, A.S.A,P.! Dana
883-4147.
10/15

6. Employment
PART·TIME .JOB afternoons and
evenings, Must be able to work Friday
and Saturday nights. Must be 21 years
old, Apply in person, no phone calls,
please. Saveway Liquor Stores at 5704
Lomas NE, 5516 Menaul NEJ.
tfn
ON CAMPUS EMPLOYMENT N.M.
Union catering is now hiring students
avanabll,l to work during noontime
hours. Part-time work with free meal
benefits. App)y at N.M. Union Food
Service Ofrlce, ask for Mr. Rockovltz.
tfn
OVERSEAS JOBS • SUMMER/year
round .. Europe, S. Amer., .Australia,
Asia. All fields. $500·$1200 monthly.
Slglltseelng. Free Info. Write IJC Box
52-NM-1 Co1·ona Del Mar, CA 92625. ll/3
WORK·STUDY ,JOBS! I U.N.M.'s
Upward Bound Program'1s seeking 3.0
& higher g.p.a. students In English,
Journallsm, History, Biology, Spanish,
Math and Chemistry toworkat two area
high schools tutoring 10th-12th grade
students. Must submit copies of current
transcripts. For interview appointment,
call277-3506, AskforChrls.
10/15

8.- -Miscellaneous
----------PARACHUTE PANT~!, CAMOUFLAGE
·also just arrived: WaJlace Beery style,
cotton,
long-sleeve undershirts.
Kaufman's, a real Army-Navy Store,
504 Yale S.E .. 256-0000.
10/20

9- ·Las
N oticias
------------OKTOBERFEST OELEBRATION
SUB, noontime, presents Shrine Ger.
man Band from 11:00 a.m .• 1:00 p.m.
SUB South Lawn. October 14th.
10/14
LOS TAPATIOS DANCERS Oct. 16th
from 12 noon. 1 :oo pm SUB IJ'ountaln.
10/16
Sponsored by SUB Noontime.
FUNK AND DISOO to Brazada Friday
October 16th· Street Scene Sat. October
17th and with D,J, Jams Unlimited both
nights in the Subway station. IJ'or more
Information cal1277 -6492 or 277-4506.
10/16
SlNGLES ONLY .85 a cone single, .60
for a double, .75 fora triple. New Me:r.lco
Union Ice Cream Shoppe.
tfn
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1 slice of pepperoni
a dinner salad lor$1.56
1 and Wltll
wupnn t•nly 10• 12 1\), 1h
I
127 Harvard SE
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ACROSS
1 Slap
4 Tare
8 Chinese
pagoda
11 Mexican coin
12 Carousal
13 Ancient
14 Chaldean city
15 Pop's mate
17 Docile
19 At present
21 Crimson
23 Pose

24 Break suddenly

26 Recent
28 Trial

31 Decay
33Tibetan
gazelle
35 Greek letter

36 Iron symbol
38Sadden
41 Printer's

measure
42 Possessive
pronoun

44 Female deer
45Hog
47 Enthralled
49Sty
51 Pool
54 Uncooked
56 Stitch
58 Click beetle
59 Enthusiasm
62Moray

64 Tantalum
symbol
65 Metal
66 Burden
68 Follow orders
70 Errmet
71 Lairs
72 Marry

DOWN
1 Wading bird

2 Exists
3 Barnum's
Mr. Thumb

4 Females
5 Interjection
6 Urge on
7 Stains
8 Wobble
9 Everyone
10 Fruit drink
11 Plays on
words
16 Conjunction
18 Insect egg
20 Battle
22 College
awards
25 Pea holder
27 Sorrow
29 Pronoun
30 cargo unit

S£

Answer to Thursday's Puzzle

fTe

39Soda40Taste

43Dash

57 Pronoun
59 As written:
MUS.

60 Metal fasten-

32 Spread for

46 Deity
48 Pitch

drying

50 Wants

34Snake
36 Evergreen

52 Famed
53 Cart

37 Greek letter

55 Untamed

61
63
67
69

ef

Pedal digit
Base
Article
Exist

